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The Wall Street Journal and the non-profit
organization Winning Workplaces named
AGI one of 15 “Top Small Workplaces
2009.” The “Journal Report on Small
Business” identifies organizations with
fewer than 500 employees that continually
invest in their people. To determine
honorees, judges conduct interviews with
employees and customers of nominated
organizations. The Journal report
highlighted AGI perks such as free on-site
laundry; workout facility and trainers; kids’
playroom and three free meals a day.
AGI employees also said they value the
flexible hours; family-style atmosphere
and competitive 401K and benefits.
Aviation Week & Space Technology
recognized AGI in its 2009 Workforce
Study as one of the companies where
aerospace and defense professionals want
to work. AGI placed among the top seven
in the country for motivating its employees
through technological challenges. Av
Week had honored AGI twice before—in
2005 and 2006, both times naming it one
of the top five Aerospace/Military Work
Environments in North America.

AGI’s production team
was awarded a Telly® in
the technical animation
category for the animation
“Hubble Space Telescope
Servicing Mission STS-125.”
This marks the team’s fifth
such honor. Telly recipients
are selected from more than 13,000
entries. The award-winning animation
depicts a 13-day Hubble repair mission in
May 2009—including capture, docking,
equipment transport, calibration and
deployment. To see AGI’s other Telly awardwinning animations, visit agi.com/videos.
The American Astronautical
Society (AAS) has named
Dr. David Finkleman
a Fellow for his
outstanding
contributions
to astronautics.
Finkleman joins the ranks of astronauts
Buzz Aldrin, Neil Armstrong and Bradford
Parkinson, the “father of GPS.” He is also
a Fellow of AIAA and AAAS. What keeps
Finkleman sane, he says, is building
paper model airplanes, for which he
earned second place in the E-Card
international paper model airplane
contest in August.
AGI account executive Jennie Fleury was
a co-recipient of the AIAA 2009 Space
Operations and Support award. She was
part of the Boeing TDRS-I Recovery Team
that saved the Tracking and Data Relay
(TDRS-I) satellite from an on-orbit anomaly.
PR News awarded AGI an Honorable
Mention for its InView magazine in the
Platinum PR Awards competition.
To read more about these and additional AGI honors,
visit agi.com/awards.

aGI In the news
Contributing to this section:
Andrea Grow, Stefanie Claypoole

these users rock!
Users. Without them, AGI’s annual Users’ Conference would be just a “take our word for how
cool our software is” event. Instead, highlighting our power users doing incredible work
shows attendees what is possible in their own organizations. At our August 2009 event in
Washington, D.C., more than 300 aerospace, defense and intelligence professionals from
around the world gathered to hear 15 users describe the ways AGI products save them time
and cost while lowering risk.
For the first time since we began our Users’ Conferences, attendees voted on their favorite user
presentations, and the results are in! The top vote-getters were:

lt. col. brian Zacherl, U.S. Marine Corps
Combat Development Command (MCCDC), shared
how the MCCDC deployed an application in
Afghanistan that uses STK to assess the success of
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
and communications planning. Learn more by downloading the March 2009 InView at agi.com/inview,
which featured a story on the MCCDC, or Zacherl’s
PowerPoint presentation from uc.agi.com.

editor’s note: If you think you rock
when it comes to using STK, let us
know! We only make the software.
What you do with it is what counts.
So send a brief description of your
work to media@agi.com. Please
include why you chose AGI software
and how it benefited you. You could be
our next superstar!

Dr. Jacob Griesbach, Agilex Technologies, told

michel loucks, Space Exploration Engineering

how he identifies satellite maneuvers and mistags in
the satellite catalog database using a MATLAB script
through the STK Object Model interface. By using
STK to propagate forward a given satellite’s TwoLine Element (TLE) data to the time of the next TLE
update, the prior (predicted) and updated positions
may be simply differenced. For additional details on
Griesbach’s work, see the full story on page 7.

Co., discussed NASA’s Interstellar Boundary Explorer
mission. Loucks served as the trajectory lead for the
flight dynamics team that used STK/Astrogator as the
sole mission-planning tool and Orbit Determination
Tool Kit for orbit determination. The software
allowed operators to completely re-plan the mission
several times after launch to accommodate extra
requirements from the science team. Read the full
story in the March 2009 InView at agi.com/inview or
download Loucks’s presentation from uc.agi.com.

space capsules
John Seago, AGI astrodynamics engineer,
will present the paper “Monte Carlo Runs
for Covariance Determination” at the
20th AAS/AIAA Space Flight Mechanics
meeting in San Diego, CA, in February. The
paper, co-written by CSSI senior research
astrodynamicist David Vallado, can be
downloaded from agi.com/literature.
Dr. T.S. Kelso of AGI’s research branch CSSI
contributed a chapter on basic orbital
mechanics to Earth Observing Platform &
Sensors in the “Manual of Remote Sensing,”
third edition, that was published in fall 2009.

AGI astrodynamicist Sergei Tanygin has
been awarded a patent for “Visualization of
Field-of-View Constraints.” The patent covers
a method used in AGI software to compute
one or more directional contours or horizons
that encompass regions of space visible to
the sensor. This patent marks Tanygin’s third
and AGI’s 16th. For more on AGI’s patents,
see agi.com/patents.
Three AGI space debris experts—Robert
Hall of AGI, and Dr. T.S. Kelso and Dr. David
Finkleman of CSSI—will lend their expertise
on space debris, conjunction mitigation
and space cataloging to presentations
at the Near Space Security conference in
Amsterdam March 24-25. For conference
details, visit nearspacesecurity.com.

In 2009, attendance at AGI’s monthly
regional meetings of The Federation of
Galaxy Explorers (FOGE) grew to record
levels. AGI has hosted the meetings for
six years and now engages an average
of 50 third- to seventh-grade students
in interactive science- and math-related
activities. At one recent meeting,
participants learned to tell time by looking
at the moon. To find a chapter near you,
visit foge.org.
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aGI user applIcatIons

cast navIGatIon DelIvers
state oF the art GuI In
recorD tIme
upgraded test and simulation
interface exceeds customer
expectations
CAST Navigation had another terrific
business opportunity. The company had won
a contract to test the new avionics system
for a sophisticated military aircraft. After 25
years in the GPS/INS test and simulation
business, CAST’s expertise and equipment
for navigation system simulation was
perfect for the job—with one exception. The
software used to demonstrate test results
needed to be modernized quickly to meet
the new customer’s requirements. Ultimately,
CAST had three months to produce a stateof-the-art user interface with high-quality
graphics that could “bring the flight data to
life,” so the customer could “see” what was
happening during the flight simulation and
understand how the navigation system was
affected by other objects in the environment.

“Using STK drastically
decreased our
development time and
significantly lowered
development and testing
costs. It allowed us to
deliver the product in the
90-day schedule.”
Unfortunately, at the time CAST did not
have in-house 3-D graphics expertise, and
developing the application from scratch
could take a man-year or more, not the
required 90-day timeframe. Furthermore,
GIS tools on the market typically did not
display motion or altitude well. Enter STK
Engine, AGI’s development software that lets
users tap into STK’s powerful analytical and
visualization capabilities and package them
in custom applications.
“We chose STK Engine to upgrade our user
interface because STK could handle all
the required data types out-of-the-box. It
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also modeled 3D views very impressively,
easily produced custom data flows, and,
most importantly, could help us deliver our
application on schedule,” says Bob Addiss,
CAST senior software engineer.
Using STK Engine, CAST was able to:
• Incorporate industry-standard terrain,
imagery and GPS YUMA almanac files
• Display 2D and 3D visualizations smoothly
• Provide orientation information in the
3D display
• Embed STK Engine components into its
legacy graphical user interface framework
In the process CAST mitigated risks faced by
all program managers in the space, defense
and intelligence industries. “Using STK
drastically decreased our development time
and significantly lowered development and
testing costs,” says Addiss. “It allowed us
to deliver the product, which exceeded the
customer’s expectations, within the 90-day
schedule—instead of many man-months.”

and commercial markets (castnav.com). It
also fit directly into one of CAST Navigation’s
vision statements—surpassing customer
expectations. “The quality of the eyecatching visualizations and smoothness of
the interactive visualization was more than
our customer expected,” says Addiss. As
a result, the customer bought more units
than originally planned, and new business
prospects are on the horizon.
“Today we have a state-of-the-art user
interface with very high-quality graphics that
we are beginning to ship on a wide range of
projects requiring situational awareness,”
says Addiss.
You can learn more by downloading Addiss’s presentation
from the 2009 AGI Users’ Conference at uc.agi.com.

By Joanne Welsh. Joanne works in
AGI’s product marketing department
and would like to hear your success
story. Email her at media@agi.com.

This teamwork with STK also freed CAST’s
engineers to focus on what they do
best—provide low-cost, low-risk dynamic
navigation simulation systems to military

cast navigation used stk engine to modernize the graphical user interface for one of
its GPS/INS test and simulation software products. STK Engine lets users tap into STK’s analytical and visualization
capabilities and package them in custom applications.

aGI user applIcatIons

4D comes to the JoInt
mIssIon plannInG system
Gnostech enhances Jmps with
stk and cape
The Joint Mission Planning System (JMPS)
program began in 1997 with the goal of
replacing earlier U.S. Armed Forces planning
systems and providing aircrews with wellstructured automated flight planning tools
for aircraft, weapons and sensors. JMPS
is expected to be the principal platform/
weapon planning system used by all
services. Gnostech, a small business based in
southeastern Pennsylvania, is supporting the
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) JMPS.
Gnostech was tasked to find a faster way for
system users to share critical mission-planning
information and data. Additionally, JMPS was
lacking any 3D/4D capabilities for previewing
mission flight and didn’t have collaboration
tools for real-time chats and post-mission
briefings. Gnostech achieved these goals by
integrating its Collaborative Advanced Planning
Environment (CAPE) with AGI products.

• Reducing software development costs
through the use of STK Engine as
compared to custom development.
In all, STK combined with other CAPEprovided collaboration tools significantly
enhances JMPS, and allows mission planners
to make better, more informed decisions.

By Stefanie Claypoole. Stefanie
works in AGI’s marketing
department where her main focus
is external communications.

Learn more by downloading Gnostech’s presentation from the
2008 AGI Users’ Conference at agi.com/resources/user_conf.

CAPE is a portal and client dashboard
environment for supporting collaborative
mission-planning operations. It includes tools
such as secure chat and video; file sharing and
transfer mechanisms; and route visualization
and deconfliction tools. CAPE was successfully
demonstrated at the Coalition Warfighter
Interoperability Demonstration (CWID), a global
annual DoD-sponsored warfighter exercise
designed to promote interoperability, in June
2008 and 2009.
Gnostech integrated STK into JMPS via
CAPE, providing a “4D Route Visualization
Toolset” that steps through the timing of the
route while noting areas of conflict (e.g. two
aircraft occupying the same space and time).
Other key STK benefits for JMPS include:
• Providing a framework to support
mission planning analysis (as opposed
to simply planning).
• Bringing a modeling, simulation and
prediction toolset to a fielded missionplanning system.
• Accessing any object placed on JMPS
Virtual Planning Surface (VPS) to make it
available for STK, including radar domes
associated with threats.

Gnostech brought stk to the Joint mission planning system (Jmps) by
integrating its Collaborative Advanced Planning Environment (CAPE) with AGI products. The software
provides JMPS with 4D route visualization and threat analysis, among other benefits.
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Is It lIve or Is It stk?
stk produces data so accurate it
simulates reality for hardware-inthe-loop communications testing
RT Logic, a leading provider of ground system
components and test instruments, relies on
the fidelity of AGI’s communication system
modeling to provide its clients improved
communication link testing. “We’ve integrated
AGI’s communication systems modeling
into our test instrumentation package,” says
RT Logic business manager Steve Williams.
“At a recent missile test range event, our
system fed simulated RF signals that were
indistinguishable from an actual missile flight
to distant range telemetry monitoring sites.”

“At a recent missile
test range event, our
system fed simulated
RF signals that were
indistinguishable from
an actual missile flight to
distant range telemetry
monitoring sites.”
As Williams well knows, flight and ground
system testing for UAV, missile and
target applications can be dangerous
and expensive. If the tracking system
experiences a telemetry loss, the
mission may fail due to indecipherable
data, or the platform may need to be
prematurely destroyed to ensure range
safety. Additionally, there is the challenge
associated with testing space-based
communication systems or assets that
are not yet deployed. Testing a system in
these environments requires an in-depth
understanding of the scientific algorithms
associated with modeling trajectories,
propagation effects and astrodynamics.
The test can be further complicated by the
need to validate a communication system
with a mix of operational equipment and
simulated equipment.
“We’ve integrated AGI’s communication
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systems modeling into our test instrumentation
package so tests can be conducted in the
laboratory, significantly reducing cost and risk
while dramatically improving test depth to
include scenarios that would be impossible,
dangerous and/or expensive to conduct on a
range,” says Williams.

By Victor Alvarez and David Massa.
Victor and David are part of AGI’s
product management team.
editor’s note: RT Logic is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Integral Systems,
Inc. and an AGI business partner.

Using the communication link characteristics
and behaviors computed by AGI software, RT
Logic’s T400CS Channel Simulator generates
RF and IF signals that precisely match those
encountered in nature. This provides realistic
range testing without flying assets, assuring
range customers and range control of safe,
productive and cost-effective operations.
The same AGI fidelity that is helping RT
Logic transform test operations is making
communication system designers and
operators more productive and confident
in their work. Learn more by downloading
resources from Williams’ AGI 2009 Users’
Conference presentation at uc.agi.com.

above, a simulation takes place at the Utah Test and
Training Range (UTTR). Photo courtesy of RT Logic.

rt logic integrated aGI’s communication systems modeling into its test instrumentation
package so that analysis can be conducted in the laboratory. This allows for testing without the expense, time and
danger associated with actual flights.

aGI user applIcatIons

aGIleX turns on a DIme
company finds solutions to novel
engineering problems quickly and
accurately with stk
Agilex, an enterprise application, solution
and advisory firm located in Chantilly, VA,
provides rapid engineering analyses for
novel research and development problems.
The flexibility and accuracy of AGI software
helps Agilex succeed in this mission.

“Instead of writing my
own propagation code
that would have to be
vetted and debugged, I’m
able to jump right into
producing results that
my customer and I can
completely trust.”
For example, with many thousands of objects
currently orbiting the Earth, analysts are
increasingly aware of the necessity to accurately
track and monitor these objects. Two-line
element (TLE) sets—publicly available data
that track the orbits and maneuvers of space
objects—provide the positioning of satellites,
but the availability of this information raises
the questions, “How much information can be
gleaned from a public data source,” and “Can
a satellite’s behavior, such as unpredicted
maneuvering, be detected?” Agilex recently
posed such questions to analysts who were
given a six-month timeframe to return results.
Using STK, analysts met expectations within
one month, which allowed them to expand their
research for the remainder of the allotted time.
Analysts needed to propagate a satellite’s
TLE data forward to the next update and
assess differences in predicted data. GEO
satellites, which can only be tracked if they
are at least one meter in diameter, were
closely examined. There are thousands of
smaller objects traveling at fast speeds,
posing operational risks to functioning
satellites. Legacy satellite-tracking systems

average object maneuvering snapshots over
multiple days, which could be problematic
if, for instance, a thrusting maneuver were
executed. Getting accurate updates to TLEs,
tracking and identifying as many objects
as possible is essential. Further, analysts
questioned how often two different objects
were mistaken as a maneuver, rendering
them misidentified or uncataloged.
Dr. Jacob Griesbach, chief scientist for space
and sensor systems at Agilex, was tasked
with analyzing these issues in a six-month
timeframe. For TLE set analysis, Agilex
analysts found a feature of STK 9 particularly
helpful, as it automatically downloads the
TLEs and propagates any item in the space
catalog accordingly. “STK did the legwork to
collect and provide all the data I needed for
analysis,” says Griesbach.

vetted and debugged, I’m able to jump right
into producing results that my customer and
I can completely trust,” Griesbach says.
He added, “STK provides the leap I need
to get a complicated simulation running
quickly. In one month, I had my first
working scenario and was already thinking
of ways of going further with it than I
initially intended. After six months, I had a
complete, high-fidelity, automated scenario
and the results I needed.“
To read the case study on this topic, visit agi.com/literature.
You can also download Griesbach’s 2009 AGI Users’
Conference presentation “Satellite Maneuver and Catalog
Mistag Detection via TLE Analysis” from uc.agi.com.

By Andrea Grow. Andrea works in
AGI’s marketing department and
focuses on external communications.

As an experienced MATLAB programmer,
Griesbach took advantage of STK/
Integration’s Object Model interface, which
provides a two-way communications
pathway between STK and MATLAB by The
MathWorks. “Instead of writing my own
propagation code that would have to be

TLE ANALYSIS DETECTS SATELLITE MANEUVERS AND CATALOG MISTAGS
Yamal-101 First 200 Days
Geo Insertion maneuver

mistag events

Geo Drift positioning maneuvers

by analyzing two line element set data in stk,

Dr. Jacob Griesbach of Agilex Technologies
identified a mistag event during the first 200 days in the mission of the Russian Satellite Yamal-101.
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STORY HIGHLIGHTS
• Lightweight 3D engine delivers precision
and astrodynamic accuracy of STK
• Clients experience interactive, timedynamic 3-D applications in their
Web browsers
• Web imagery plug-ins stream imagery
and maps from Microsoft Bing Maps for
Enterprise, OpenStreetMaps, WMS-C and
other servers
• Microsoft ClickOnce technology provides
efficient Web deployments and versioning
• Xcopy technology allows execution from
portable devices such as USB thumb drives

INSIGHT3D FOR THE WEB:

HEAVYWEIGHT VISUALIZATION LIGHT ENOUGH FOR THE INTERNET
At 25 MB, Insight3D is a top contender for
creating and deploying Web applications.
Insight3D is AGI’s 3D software development kit that delivers dynamic,
interactive visualization as a lightweight, standalone component. It has
been architected from the ground up to use the latest technologies
and comes with the features, performance and flexibility needed to
meet modern visualization needs. Because it is based on STK’s proven
rendering engine, it retains the high precision and astrodynamically
correct 3D visualization you have come to expect.
Since Insight3D is only 25 MB, it is also ideal for Web-based clients,
Web services and most thin-client deployments. Currently, Windowsbased clients (and soon UNIX and Linux clients – see story on page 12)
can experience fully interactive, time-dynamic applications in their Web
browsers, and Insight3D can also be directly integrated into browserenabled applications like Google Earth without requiring administrative
privileges. While various technologies allow Insight3D to be hosted in
a Web browser, this article focuses on one in particular: XAML Browser
Applications (XBAPs).
XBAPs offer many advantages over other Web technologies. For
instance, deployment is simplified through Microsoft ClickOnce,
allowing any prerequisites for a Web application to be pushed out
over an Intranet or installed with a simple client-side installer over the
Internet. Insight3D, in the form of a compressed client-side plug-in
installer, is only 12 megabytes. You can install a Web application in
a matter of seconds, without ever having to leave the browser.
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Insight3D web applications currently run in all of the major browsers on the
Windows platform and will soon be available for UNIX and Linux.

The experience is also clean for end users – there is no information
bar or security warnings when the Web application is run; you can
click on an HTML link and interact with a full Insight3D application
in your Web browser in seconds. Also, once the plug-in is installed,
XBAPs allow you to update your application logic and push out
updates through your hosting server. When clients connect to your

aGI proDucts
Insight3D Web application, the update is automatically deployed
without any further install, and the transition to newer versions of your
application is completely transparent to your clients.
Another benefit of XBAPs is the ease of development. Because Insight3D
is a .NET library, it is easy to develop and deploy your applications. You
can migrate existing Insight3D applications to an XBAP in a short time,
and developing an XBAP from scratch is as straightforward as writing
code for a desktop application.

In terms of resource management for Web deployment, you can
utilize the built-in support in the majority of the library for streaming
data, allowing you to place all of your assets on a server and have
them brought down to your clients on demand. With Insight3D’s
Web imagery plug-ins, you can also stream terabytes of global,
high-resolution imagery and maps from Microsoft Bing Maps for
Enterprise, OpenStreetMaps, WMS-C, or your own server, improving
the fidelity of your visualization.
While fully interactive Web deployments are ideal for Windows-based
clients, the ability to capture images and video in real-time allows
you to create Web services to stream Insight3D’s visualization to any
client, including portable devices. If you decide not to go the route of
Web deployment and services, Insight3D and other AGI Components
applications can also be xcopy deployed, requiring no further
installation and allowing your applications to be run off of external
devices, such as a DVD or CD drive, or a USB memory stick.
Supporting industry standards, Insight3D is standardized, flexible,
extensible and at the forefront of aerospace and GIS visualization.
With its lightweight nature, you can bring Insight3D’s visualization to
all of your clients, even in complex deployment scenarios.
Visit the Insight3D blog at http://blogs.agi.com/insight3d/ for more information and a
technical tutorial for getting started developing an Insight3D Web application.

above, an Insight3D video-on-terrain viewer Web application is integrated into

By Michael Bartholomew. Mike is a software engineer focused
on the development of Insight3D.

Google Earth. With Insight3D, you can extend Google Earth’s capabilities to more
accurately render and animate your data with time.

stk enGIne In a
browser, too
AGI has built a special version of STK
Engine for Web applications using the
same technology that enables Insight3D
for the Web. By selectively reducing
the data required for specific tasks, the
footprint is 80MB. This special version of
STK Engine provides the same ease and
benefits of deployment described in the
accompanying article. It does not depend
on the Windows registry, thus supporting
xcopy/ClickOnce deployment. Currently
available in demo form, STK Engine for
the Web will become a product in an
upcoming STK release.
You can find more information about the new version
of STK Engine from the AGI Developer Network at
adn.agi.com.

aGI has developed a special version of stk engine for the web. Currently in demo
form, it will be available in an upcoming STK release.

aGI proDucts

stk 9.1

STORY HIGHLIGHTS
• Software to model impacts of space
environment on satellites

enrIches the envIronment

• Urban propagation modeling for fast,
accurate tactical communications

New release continues to enhance situational awareness.
From out in space to down on the street, STK 9.1 has new
tools for decision making.

• New interactive graphing package

It’s all about the environment these days,
including at AGI. In our case, we continue
to provide you new tools that model
and evaluate critical land, air and space
environments so you can make better
decisions about your assets.

region can damage spacecraft electronics and
result in single event upsets. With SEET, you
can compute and display the entrance and
exit times of the spacecraft through this region
so that electronics can be shut down. Energy
fluxes can also be computed.

Our newest release, STK 9.1, models the
effects of the near-Earth space environment
on satellites and satellite systems so you
can evaluate the impacts of radiation,
meteoroids, debris particles and the
magnetic field on a satellite and its mission.

radiation environment. Degraded satellite
operations result from accumulated dose
and instantaneous dose rate. SEET computes
the expected dose rate and total dose due
to energetic particle fluxes for a range of
shielding thicknesses and materials. It also
computes the electron and proton fluxes for
a range of particle energies.

We’ve also added to our communications
modeling for urban environments. Now you
have a fast, high-fidelity product for missions
that involve communication links among
buildings. Additionally, our new features
address limitations inherent in urban
communication software products created
for the cellular telephone industry.

stk/space environment and
effects tool
STK 9.1’s new STK/Space Environment and
Effects Tool (STK/SEET) models the nearEarth space environment and its expected
impacts on a space vehicle. Developed
by AGI business partner Atmospheric and
Environmental Research (AER), SEET uses
models from Air Force Research Lab’s
AF-GEOSpace software program. AER has
more than 30 years of space environment
knowledge and experience working with the
Air Force Research Lab to protect its space
assets. With this product, AER brings that
expertise to STK.
SEET incorporates five key scientific
models of the space environment. Core
features include:
south atlantic anomaly (saa). The enhanced
concentration of ionizing radiation in the SAA
10 InvIew February 2010

Contributing to this story: Ronnie Allan
and Shannon Lynch.

magnetic Field. The local radiation
environment, organized by the magnetic
field, provides important information about
a satellite. SEET computes magnetic fields
and magnetic field components, traces field
lines and determines magnetic conjugacy
say what?
conjugacy is defined as two spatial locations
being connected by the same field-line (to within a
small user-specified threshold).
between two satellites or a satellite and a
ground station.
vehicle temperature. The overall satellite
temperature and a limited power budget can
significantly alter satellite operations and
impact its performance. SEET computes mean
vehicle temperature using thermal balancing
equations while allowing a user to specify
satellite thermal properties and a range of
Earth albedos and infrared radiation.
say what?
albedo is a measure of the fraction of reflected
incident sunlight. When an object reflects most of
the light that hits it, it looks bright and it has a high
albedo and vice versa.

aGI’s dynamic 3D display visualizes the results of
SEET analysis such as (from top to bottom) the magnetic field,
electron/proton fluxes and South Atlantic Anomaly contours.

aGI proDucts

new Graphs For stk

the varying ﬂux levels

of the South Atlantic
Anomaly are shown as contours at the satellite altitude
in the above graphic.

particle Impacts. Meteoroid particles and
man-made space debris can significantly
degrade or even destroy low earth orbit
satellite operations. SEET computes total
probable mass distributions of all meteorites
and space debris impacting the spacecraft
as well as the probable mass distributions
for only those particles causing damage
above a specified threshold.
Furthermore, SEET is hooked into access
constraints and the vector geometry tool,
therefore providing a robust space environment
tool that uses STK for core analysis.
If you are interested in a SEET evaluation, you can visit our
Web site at agi.com/stkseet.

urban propagation extension for
stk/communications
AGI adds urban propagation modeling to
its tactical communications arsenal in STK
9.1. Aptly named the Urban Propagation
Extension for STK/Communications, the
new product was developed by integrating
STK’s analysis and visualization engine with
urban path-loss predictions from Remcom,
a pioneer in electromagnetic simulation and
high-fidelity propagation as well as an AGI
business partner.
Remcom’s ray-tracing techniques and
diffraction methods compute up to 100
times faster than full-physics models
without losing accuracy. Therefore, results are
comparable to those of slower, high-fidelity
models. By combining these calculations with
STK, AGI offers a fast, accurate tool for trade
studies, time-based scenarios and large-area
coverage analysis. Continued on page 12

As you saw with STK 9, AGI is committed
to improving the usability of our desktop
applications. STK 9.1 furthers the goal by
introducing a new, interactive graphing
and plotting engine that works better
and faster than before. For example,
with the new graphing package, you
can more easily understand your results
by synchronizing 3D visualization to
times of an anomaly or by sub-sampling
data at critical times in the mission.
Simply click on the points of interest
in the graph and show the situation in
STK’s 2D and 3D displays. In addition,
you can plot thousands of data points
while maintaining smooth performance
because of the power of the new graphing
engine, and any customizations to the
graph’s look and feel can be saved with
the click of a button.

new “start” and “stop” fields

ability to save custom graph
properties

other key improvements:
• Time on the X axis automatically adjusts
formats as you zoom in and out.
• Zoom in and out incrementally. By
default, all graphs are in zoom mode
when first created.
• Save graphs in more formats than
before, including EMF, WMF, BMP, JPG,
PNG and text.
• With one click, add copy with userspecified size and format to a clipboard.
• You can now set the following directly
from a graph window:
— Start, stop and step times
— Animation time
• The current animation time can be
displayed on graphs as a vertical line
that moves as a scenario animates.
If you’re an engineer, this graphing
package is for you!

vertical bar shows current
animation time
animation time can be set from
anywhere on the graph

automatic axis scaling and
adjusting

above, you can see a plot of the signal strength between a UAV and its ground control station throughout the mission plan. By interacting with the graph, you can jump to the time of the communication outage
and recognize the UAV flies too low behind a mountain range for a specific target collection.

aGI proDucts
stk 9.1 Continued

The Urban Propagation Extension is also
ideal for military and intelligence operations,
which require extreme accuracy, speed and
situational awareness over a total engagement.
It provides the unique advantage of analyzing
communications links in the context of the
entire mission. This allows analysts to take into
account how buildings affect communication
among all assets including satellites, UAVs
and mobile receivers rather than looking at
transmitter links in isolation.
Furthermore, the software accommodates
a broader range of antenna heights, signal
ranges and frequencies than many other
products on the market, largely designed for
cell phone planning. And, it uses site-specific
building data, rather than city-wide averages,
in its calculations, which adds to its accuracy.
Specific details—such as the software’s use of the triple
path geodesic diffraction model and its comparison to
empirical models—can be found at agi.com/urbancomm.

aGI’s urban propagation extension for STK/Communications depicts a UAV comm relay
to a military convoy.

no beans about It: we have
a Java proDuct For you
When AGI releases its Java version
of Insight3D this summer, all of our
development tools will be available
for Linux, UNIX and Windows Java
development. Our current Java status is
summarized at right.
To learn more about AGI’s Java products, visit
agi.com/products. To obtain the latest downloads of
AGI’s development tools in Java, visit the AGI Developer
Network at adn.agi.com.
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Java apIs for aGI Development tools
product

availability

Details

aGI components

Now; AGI Components for Java
2009 r8 and above , PC/Linux/
UNIX

Native Java libraries will
be available with all future
releases of components. Typical
applications include thin clients,
Web applications and net-centric
architectures.

stk engine

PC version STK v8 and above
available now; Linux/UNIX
version currently available for
STK v8.1.3. Linux/UNIX version
for STK v9 will be available
Spring 2010.

Accommodates Eclipse RCP
platform and NetBeans technology
plug-in architecture. Allows users
to embed or automate STK analysis
and/or visualization.

Insight3D

PC/Linux/UNIX version available
Summer 2010.

3-D development environment
for client-side, Web browser or
desktop applications.

aGI proDucts
STORY HIGHLIGHTS

manaGe, store anD share
your stk scenarIos
aGI’s new data management
software puts all of your
scenarios and objects in one
place and lets you collaborate
across your enterprise
Want to share your analysis with another
colleague or division? Or track different
versions of the project your team has been
working on? Now you can with the AGI Data
Federate, AGI’s new integrated data and
engineering analysis management system.
A centralized repository for storing
engineering data and analysis, AGI Data
Federate ends the hassle of keeping track of
projects stored on individual workstations
or on a shared file server. With all versions
of data, scenarios and objects searchable
and in one place, you and your colleagues
can spend more time collaborating and
focused on your projects. AGI Data Federate
also allows you to publish your work back
to the data federate and deliver those
results to large numbers of individuals, both
STK and non-STK users, using a flexible
and accessible content interface based on
open standards. This means you can share
your work through desktop systems, Web
browsers and Web services.

• AGI Data Federate saves your engineering files in one place
• Version control lets you track the evolution of your projects
• You can collaborate with colleagues anywhere in your organization
to access and manipulate data. “This makes
AGI Data Federate a very flexible solution
to managing a wide variety of data,” says
Phoenix Integration’s President and CEO Scott
Woyak. “It’s an easy way to keep your team
organized, which leads to greater efficiency.”
With AGI Data Federate you can:
• Manage all of your engineering data,
including STK scenarios, objects
and analysis.
• Track the evolution of your project through
version control.
• Search, retrieve and archive existing data
and models for reuse.
• Customize workflows to fit the particular
needs of your workgroup or enterprise.

• Automatically notify users when a scenario
or object has been modified.
• Integrate with existing enterprise
architectures such as SharePoint or
Teamcenter.
• Search across multiple product data
management systems.
• Access server content programmatically
with .NET, Java , C++ and other languages.
As an added bonus for STK users, AGI Data
Federate is integrated right into STK, so you
can publish, search and collaborate directly
as you work.
If the sound of fast, easy, organized engineering
collaboration sounds interesting to you, visit
agi.com/adf. Look for the product with the release of
STK 9.2 in early 2010.

• Share your analysis and data with both
STK and non-STK users.

The technology is built on the Analysis
Library software platform developed by AGI
business partner Phoenix Integration and
uses standards such as WebDav and XML
say what?
webDav is a set of extensions to the HTTP protocol
that allows users to collaboratively edit and manage files
on remote Web servers. With AGI Data Federate, you can
use this protocol to create your own custom interfaces, or
you can use freely available products like DAV Explorer or
Microsoft Web Folders to access your data. There is even
a WebDav reader available for the iPhone, so you can
manage your content on the go.
Xml is a set of rules for encoding documents
electronically that emphasizes simplicity, generality
and usability over the Internet. In AGI Data Federate,
metadata is stored in standardized XML that is simple
and self-describing, and can be searched using other
XML standards like XPath.
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aGI eDucatIon

aGI supports the natIonal
aIr anD space museum
AGI continues its involvement with the
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum
in Washington, D.C., helping bring to life the
fundamentals and history of space. Using STK,
AGI engineers contributed new animations to
two exhibits and added graphics to a visual
narrative depicting the history of the space
age. The new animations can be found in
the “Beyond the Limits” and “History of the
International Space Station” exhibits, and the
upgraded graphics, in the “Smithsonian Atlas
of Space Exploration.”

“beyond the limits”
“Beyond the Limits” focuses on computers’
impact on all aspects of flight. The goal of AGI’s
animations is to convey a sense of the grand
scale of getting a communications satellite into
orbit. The point-of-view starts on the ground
at the Smithsonian and progressively follows
a satellite into space—past a jet, a weather
balloon, two satellites and back to Earth. In the
animation, when the communications satellite
is near a geosynchronous satellite it follows
the curvature of the Earth, thus considered in
orbit. This animation gives visitors a realistic
depiction and reference of how high and fast a
satellite has to be in order to successfully orbit.

subsequent events through present day.
AGI first contributed to the exhibit when it
premiered in 2007. The updated animations,
donated to the exhibit in December, depict
a continuation of ISS events through 2009,
including high-definition animations of a
construction sequence subset.

Contributing to this section:
Andrea Grow

“atlas of space exploration”
The “Smithsonian Atlas of Space Exploration”
includes illustrations of historic missions’
trajectories. AGI engineers contributed
several graphics illustrating the paths of
spacecraft as they cross the solar system
and orbit planets. For the older missions,
engineers first researched the missions’
orbital properties in order to illustrate the
missions in STK. For more recent missions,
the depictions are built off of actual orbital
data. This important pictorial look at how far
man has come in space includes orbits used
by early American and Soviet spacecraft to
study the Moon; manned Apollo orbits and
Moon landing sites; Viking and Magellan
spacecraft orbiting Mars and Venus,
respectively; and complex orbits of missions
that have visited asteroids and comets.

the “smithsonian atlas of space exploration”
contains AGI graphics that help explain the orbits of space
missions, such as the post-Viking Mars explorers, above.

For more on these exhibits and the “Smithsonian Atlas of
Space Exploration,” visit nasm.si.edu.

“history of the Iss”
The “History of the International Space
Station” depicts the initial ISS launch and

the Gps challenGe
school students learn science with handheld units
AGI continues to foster the interest of grade-school students in science, technology, engineering
and math with its donation of handheld GPS units to the Challenger Learning Center of Colorado
(CLCC), Colorado Springs. In all, 150 students learned the science behind GPS, how it influences
their lives every day and how to use the GPS handheld devices and mark locations.
“The students truly enjoyed this hands-on activity, and many listed it as the highlight of their week
at the Center. It’s through the support of local businesses such as AGI’s Colorado Springs location
that the Center thrives,” said Tracey Tomme, President/CEO of the CLCC. AGI has contributed to
the CLCC since 2003 with software, mission-specific software applications, technical support and
donated hardware. Currently, STK is used in two of the Center’s on-site “missions.”
The CLCC inspires more than 8,000 K-12 students yearly. For more information on the CLCC, visit clccs.org.
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ATTENTION ALL PARENTS:
COLLEGE MONEY!
A new AGI University Grant Competition
challenges college students to propose
and solve a real-world problem using AGI
software. Winners in five categories receive
a $1,000 grant and a speaking opportunity
at the AGI 2010 Users’ Conference Tour.
Abstracts will be accepted until March 1,
2010. Learn more at agi.com/EDUgrant.

aGI partners

aGI welcomes
new DomestIc anD
InternatIonal busIness
partners
AGI continually seeks organizations whose
products and/or expertise can add value to
our customers, or who can offer sales and
technical support for our software offerings
globally. Some recent partnerships of note:

Sumitomo Corporation now markets and
sells AGI products in Japan. The 90-year-old
company focuses on products and services
for industries ranging from infrastructure to
transportation and construction systems.
LSAS Tec Co., a longtime AGI software
user, has been subcontracted to provide
technical support.

Octant Technologies, a provider of
advanced control system and embedded
software products, is integrating AGI’s
visualization and mission planning
components with its TlmScope™ and
CmdBuild™ ground system applications
and Orion/MMS® real-time simulation
platform. This enables improved orbit
determination, satellite activity scheduling
and vehicle inspection 3D visualization.

Through a partnership with Remcom,
a maker of electromagnetic simulation
software, AGI is extending STK/
Communications to include urban
propagation modeling. This integration
provides a broad operational perspective
for design, test and operations of tactical
mobile communications, net-centric ISR
architectures and urban tactics. (See related
article on page 10.)

Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL), a new AGI
business partner specializing in electrooptical and infrared sensor modeling, is
developing a new STK module, STK/EOIR.
STK/EOIR will provide extended sensor
analysis enabling STK users to model
ultraviolet, visible and infrared sensors for
observation of space objects from ground,
air and space platforms.

Advanced Solution Inc. (ASI), a developer of
onboard satellite navigation and guidance
software, is jointly creating two products with
AGI to support the entire spacecraft lifecycle.
These are just a few of AGI’s partner program initiatives. A
full list of domestic partnerships can be found at agi.com/bp.
Organizations supporting AGI products globally are listed at
agi.com/international.

see you at the shows!
Hitting the tradeshow circuit this
spring and summer and hoping to visit
with one of your favorite AGI software
representatives? We want to visit with
you, too. We’ll be at the following shows.
Please email us at tradeshow@agi.com to
set up a meeting.

AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems
North America 2010
August 24-27, Denver, CO

6th Annual GEOINT Tech Days
May 19-21, Reston, VA

ESRI International User Conference
July 12-16, San Diego, CA

8th Annual U.S. Missile
Defense Conference
March 22-24, Washington, D.C.
DoDIIS 2010 Worldwide Conference
May 23-27, Phoenix, AZ

26th National Space Symposium
April 12-15, Colorado Springs, CO

13th Annual Space and Missile Defense
Conference & Exhibition
August 16-19, Huntsville, AL
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